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ABSTRACT Back-translation (BT) has been widely used and become one of standard techniques for data
augmentation in Neural Machine Translation (NMT), BT has proven to be beneficial for improving the
performance of translation effectively, especially for low-resource scenarios. While most previous works
related to BT mainly focus on European languages with high relatedness, few of them study less-related
languages in other areas around the world. In this paper, we choose the language pair with less relatedness
in Asia: Chinese and Vietnamese, to investigate the impacts of BT on extremely low-resource machine
translation between them. We first discuss the similarities and differences between the two languages,
then evaluate and compare the effects of different sizes of back-translated data on NMT and Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT) models for Chinese-Vietnamese and Vietnamese-Chinese, with both character-
based and word-based settings, and conduct further analysis on the translation outputs from several aspects.
Some conclusions from previous works are partially confirmed and we also draw some new findings and
conclusions, which are beneficial to understand BT further and deeper for translation between less-related
low-resource languages.

INDEX TERMS Back-translation, Chinese, low-resource languages, machine translation, Vietnamese.

I. INTRODUCTION
The great success of Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
is heavily dependent on large scale parallel data. However,
parallel corpora with both good quality and quantity are
not always available especially for low-resource language
pairs. Under the scenario where bi-texts are limited but much
larger amounts of monolingual data are available, there have
been extensive works to improve models with monolingual
data. In which back-translation (BT) has been wildly used,
and is helpful in improving the performance of translation
effectively, especially for low-resource languages.

BT is a simple yet effective approach. For a translation
goal from source language S to target language T, it first
trains another intermediate system to translate extra target
monolingual data(T) into the source language(S’), and then S’
and T will be combined as new parallel corpus(S’,T), known
as the synthetic corpus, which will be added to the authentic
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parallel data to train a final system from S to T. BT has
become one of standard technologies in the pipeline of NMT.

BT was originally introduced to phrase-based MT and has
been recently proposed for NMT in 2016 [1]. Since then,
various works have been focusing on improving the perfor-
mance of machine translation with BT, as a method of data
augmentation. However, most of the works pay more atten-
tion to languages in European instead of other areas around
the world. On the other hand, these European languages are
usually language-related, belonging to the same or similar
language families, or using the similar writing systems with
Latin alphabets. As a result, it’s more easier for them to
share similar vocabulary or embeddings during the process
of NMT. We believe that some conclusions based on these
European languages do not necessarily suitable for other
low-resource languages, especially for those which are less-
related in term of language relatedness.

In this paper, we would like to investigate and eval-
uate effects of BT for machine translation between the
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low-resource language pair in Asia, i.e., Chinese and Viet-
namese, which not only belong to different language fami-
lies, but also use different writing systems, leading to more
challenges for low-resource MT.

The relations between China and Vietnam have always
been very close in the history, and there have been extensive
exchanges inmany fields. Vietnam is also one of the countries
along the Belt and Road Initiative. It is necessary to improve
the performance of translation between Chinese and Viet-
namese. We conduct SMT and NMT experiments with both
character-based and word-based settings by training mod-
els with extremely low-resource datasets, providing compar-
isons for Chinese-Vietnamese andVietnamese-Chinese trans-
lations, we also conduct several further analysis, including
N-gram F1 scores, Error rate and linguistic analysis, to draw
new conclusions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work to comprehensively study the effects of BT for low-
resource machine translation between these two languages.

Our main contribution in this paper is threefold:
(1) We present the first comprehensive and systematic

comparison of the effects of synthetic data on low-resource
MT specially for Chinese-to-Vietnamese and Vietnamese-to-
Chinese.

(2) We evaluate various sizes of synthetic data in MT
models with both character-based and word-based translation
settings.

(3) We try to answer the question that ‘‘With BT data,
which settings (character-based and word-based) are more
suitable for different translation directions?’’ and provide
some recommendation based on the experimental results.

The rest of the paper are organized as follow: section 2
briefly presents some previous related works; section 3
describes the similarities and differences between Chinese
andVietnamese; section 4 conducts the experiments and anal-
ysis in detail; Finally, the paper ends with some conclusion
and future work.

A. RELATED WORK
In this section, we will briefly introduce some works on BT
and Chinese↔Vietnamese machine translation.

B. BACK TRANSLATION
Back-translation was first proposed for NMT in [1], and has
shown its great effectiveness in improving the performance
of translation. As it is particularly useful when parallel data
is scarce, BT has wide application in low-resource scenarios
to leverage monolingual data [2].

Recently many works have aroused to understand why
BT is beneficial for better NMT performance. For example,
Edunov et al. [3] investigate several methods to generate syn-
thetic source sentences and their respective effects in NMT.
Park et al. [4] build the NMTmodel only using synthetic par-
allel data from both source side and target side. Reference [5]
draw an empirical roadmap to observe how the amounts of
BT data impact the performance of the final system, they
further investigate more factors of BT data in different SMT

and NMT approaches, as well as the amounts of data [6].
Although back translation is proved effective, some works
like [7] have demonstrated that back translation increasing the
amount of monolingual data improves the translation quality
only up to some point, and then it starts to degrade.

The back-translated data may encounter the problem that
the quality of synthetic data are not very good and have
negative impacts on the performance of translation in the long
run. In order to address the problem, Hoang et al. [8] propose
the iterative back-translation approach, which employs the
monolingual data for more than once to improve the per-
formance. Currey and Heafield [9] combine BT with pivot-
based MT method to translate monolingual pivot languages
into source and target languages to train the NMT models.

C. CHINESE ↔ VIETNAMESE MACHINE TRANSLATION
There are not too many works on Chinese↔Vietnamese
machine translation, in which most of them use phrase-based
SMT models and few involves NMT models. Zhao et al. [10]
solve Vietnamese to Chinese MT task by adopting Chinese
characters as the pivot. For Chinese-Vietnamese translation,
some works focus on unknown words of name entities [11],
[12] [13], word segmentation [14] and other challenging
problems which can have negative impacts on improving
the translation. Tran et al. [15] proposes a character-based
and word-based approach for Chinese-Vietnamese SMT to
address the word segmentation challenge, and some other
works use syntactic information to improve the performance
of translation [16], for example, Gao et al. [17] propose
an effective tree-to-tree syntax-aware method for Chinese-
Vietnamese MT, Tran et al. [18] present word preordering
approach to adjust orders in Chinese be suitable for Viet-
namese first and then train SMT models with the pre-ordered
data.

To the best of our knowledge, there haven’t works on
comparison of impacts of synthetic BT data on translations
between Chinese and Vietnamese.

II. COMPARISON BETWEEN CHINESE AND VIETNAMESE
As the national language of Vietnam, Vietnamese is written in
Latin alphabets with additional diacritics for tones and certain
letters since 20th century, and a phonetic syllable corresponds
only to a single Vietnamese word.

Vietnamese has close relations with Chinese and has been
deeply impacted by Chinese characters and Chinese culture
historically. Just like Japanese and Korean, Vietnamese also
borrows various of characters and words from China. There
are still many Sino-Vietnamese words("T Hán Vi t") nowa-
days, accounting for more than 60% in whole Vietnamese
vocabulary, and are commonly used in written language.

Next, we will analyze some obvious similarities and differ-
ences between these two languages.

A. SIMILARITIES
Syntactically, both of them are analytic languages, and have
the basic SVO grammatical structures. As a result, they
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typically lack morphological changes, and express grammat-
ical structures and meanings mainly by function words and
word orders.

Lexically, homonym words are very common in the two
languages. That means, a Chinese character or word with
the same pronunciation may have different meanings, such
phenomenon is also common in Vietnamese, but happens
only at monosyllabic level.

For example, the three different Chinese characters
(‘‘ , , ’’) have different meanings (‘‘money, talent and
material’’ respectively), but with the same pronunciation
(cái), and the three characters are all represented as the same
syllable (tài) in Vietnamese. Such phenomena maybe more
likely to cause ambiguity and mistranslation in the process of
translation.

B. DIFFERENCES
First of all, the language families are different. Chinese
belong to Sino-Tibetan language family, while Vietnamese
belongs to Austroasiatic language family. Unlike many Euro-
pean languages in Indo-European languages family, these
two languages are less language-related. Furthermore, they
also have different written systems, i.e., characters VS. Latin
alphabets. As a result, it’s more difficult to mapping them into
the same joint embedding representation space, and have far
less shared vocabularies or embedding during NMT.

Another significant difference between them is the orders
of many words and phrases. We list several common situa-
tions as follow where the orders are different.

(1) Noun Phrase (NP). NPs in Chinese can have various
grammatical structures, such as: (a) Noun(N)1+Noun(N)2;
(b) Adjective(ADJ)+N; (c) NP with the function word
‘‘ (DE)’’. ‘‘ (DE)’’ is an important function word
widely used in Chinese, especially in NP. Typical structures
with ‘‘ (DE)’’ include but not limited to "N1+DE+N2",
"ADJ+DE+N" or "Pronoun+DE+N".

All the modifiers in these NPs will be reordered after the
head noun in Vietnamese.

(2) Position of preposition phrase(PP) in the sentence. PP
usually appear after NP and before VP in Chinese sentences,
i.e., sentence(S) = NP+PP+VP. But in Vietnamese, just like
English, PP usually follows the VP at the end of the sentence:
S = NP+VP+PP.

(3) PP structure with the preposition ‘‘ (BA)’’. This is
another common but unique PP structure in Chinese, which is
expressed by the special word ‘‘ (BA)’’, usually following
by a NP or other elements. The word has no corresponding
translation word in many languages including English and
Vietnamese. When translating sentences with such structure
S = NP1+ (BA)+NP2+VP, they need be reordered as:
S=NP1+VP+NP2, and the word ‘‘ (BA)’’ will be deleted.
The differences have brought more challenges for transla-

tion between the two languages.
As mentioned above, although Vietnamese is written in

Latin alphabets and syllables are separated by white space,
however, unlike many other typical Latin-alphabet based

languages (e.g. English), the space cannot be used to deter-
mine word boundaries. Thus, word segmentation should be
taken into consideration for MT and other Natural Language
Processing(NLP) tasks in Vietnamese. Both word-based
and character-based Chinese-Vietnamese and Vietnamese-
Chinese MT have their own advantages and drawbacks
respectively. For example, as previous work discussed in [15],
some entity names in Chinese, like person names (PER), must
be translated as a whole into Sino-Vietnamese words, which
can be achieved in word-based translation, and gives better
result, but word-based translation is more likely generates
many unknown words. While in character-based translation,
some characters in the entity may be mistranslated.

Thus it’s really necessary to investigate which translation
setting (character-based and word-based) is better and bene-
ficial for MT between the two languages. This is also one of
the questions we would like to answer in following section.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we will conduct character-based and word-
based translation experiments with synthetic data using
SMT and NMT models for Chinese(zh)-Vietnamese(vi) and
Vietnamese-Chinese. The performance of translation are
compared in terms with two automatic evaluation metrics:
BLEU [19] and METEOR [20].

A. DATA SETTING
As Chinese and Vietnamese belong to low-resource language
pair, there are not many public corpora and datasets available.
Datasets in previous works are also unavailable. As a result,
we decide to use the news domain parallel data developed by
our team as the datasets for our experiments. This also means,
our results in this work are unable to compare with those in
previous works.

The datasets(marked as auth_D) are all collected from
multilingual news websites and processed by following steps:

(1) Crawling bilingual newswebsites to obtain Chinese and
corresponding Vietnamese articles according to publishing
date and news titles.

(2) Separating the parallel documents into sentences by
punctuations (such as full stops, questionmarks and exclama-
torymarks) respectively to form preliminary parallel sentence
alignments.

(3) Asking the native Vietnamese speakers to manually
check the parallel sentence alignments to guarantee correct
alignments and high translation quality of the parallel sen-
tence pairs.

The processed datasets contains 56,610 sentence pairs
from politics, economics and cultural and social news. After
shuffling, 50,000 sentences pairs are randomly selected as
training set. Then the remaining 6610 sentences are evenly
divided into valid set (3305) and test set (3305) respectively.
Table 1 shows the statistics of the datasets.

Besides the authentic dataset, we also use monolin-
gual Chinese and Vietnamese data to generate back-
translated synthetic data. We first train character-based and
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FIGURE 1. Experiment architecture in this paper. The arrows in blue colors represent the processes of
generating back-translated data with monolingual Chinese and Vietnamese data respectively. The black
vertical arrows indicate data used for training the Baseline SMT models.

TABLE 1. Statistic of datasets in the experiments.

word-based Chinese↔Vietnamese SMT models respectively
with auth_D, using the same configuration as described
in next subsection, then translate the monolingual Chi-
nese data1(mono_zh) provided by WMT2019 to generate
synthetic back-translated Vietnamese (syn_vi) data, building
pseudo parallel sentence pair{mono_zh,syn_vi}; and trans-
late the monolingual Vietnamese data (mono_vi) to gen-
erate synthetic Chinese (syn_zh), building pseudo parallel
sentence pair{mono_vi,syn_zh}. It’s worth noting that, BT
data are usually generated by NMT models in most previous
works, considering the extremely small size of dataset here,
we decide to produce BT data with SMT models instead of
NMT models to guarantee higher quality of BT data.

For the word-based experiment groups, all the data are pre-
processed with word segmentation and Byte-Pair Encoding
(BPE) [21] using 10,000 merge operations. HanLP toolkit2

is used for Chinese word segmentation, and VnCoreNLP
toolkit3 is used for segmentation of Vietnamese sentences.
After word segmentation, a Vietnamese word composed of

1http://data.statmt.org/news-crawl/zh/
2https://github.com/hankcs/HanLP
3https://github.com/vncorenlp/VnCoreNLP

more than one syllable is represented in the form of syllables
connected by the ‘‘_’’.

B. MODELS IN THE EXPERIMENTS
1) MODELS WITH AUTHENTIC DATA
We first build character-based and word-based baseline mod-
els with authentic auth_D dataset.

The SMT models used to generate the BT data mentioned
above can serve as SMT baseline models. We use GIZA++

for word alignment, build the 5-gram language models with
data in auth_D using the KenLM toolkit [22], train the trans-
lation models by using the Moses toolkit [23] with default
settings, and tuning the models with MERT [24].

For NMT, we train the baseline LSTM models using
Pytorch version of OpenNMT [25] with default param-
eters, i.e., 2-layer LSTM with 500 hidden units, and
500-dimensional word embeddings. As the datasets are
extremely small to train better models with more complicated
architectures, we decide not to use the popular Transformer
architecture [26], which will be one part of our future work.

2) MODELS WITH BT DATA
As shown in Fig. 1, we combine the pseudo parallel sentence
pairs with auth_D to build new synthetic data sets(syn_D)
to train new character-based and word-based SMT and NMT
models. In order to investigate the impacts of different sizes
of BT data on the performance of models, we train the mod-
els with increasing sizes of synthetic data pairs range from
60k(50k authentic data and 10k pseudo data) to 100k(50k
authentic data and 50k pseudo data), adding 10k data to the
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models each time and train five models in total under each
setting.

C. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
1) CHINESE→VIETNAMESE MT RESULTS
The following two tables show the results of SMT and NMT
for Chinese-Vietnamese, where the bold items indicate the
best scores.

TABLE 2. Character-based Chinese→Vietnamese MT results.

TABLE 3. Word-based Chinese→Vietnamese MT results.

As for the character-based setting in Table 2, increasing
sizes of synthetic data can improve the performance, and all
the scores are higher than baseline. But the upward trends
between SMT and NMT are different. Taking BLEU scores
for example, the best score of SMT appears in the mid-size
data(80k), while scores of NMT continue to increase until
the best score is reached on the largest 100k data. As for the
word-based setting in Table 3, with the increase in data sizes,
the scores also gradually increase, reaching the peak on the
largest data finally. The results in Table 2 and Table 3 indicate
that BT is beneficial to both character-based and word-based
Chinese-Vietnamese MT. However, the data sizes are still
too small to train better models to enhance the performance
greatly, especially for NMT.

When comparing the results in the same MT setting, it can
be seen that performance of SMT always outperform those of
NMT in both character-based and word-based settings. When
comparing the results of SMT and NMT in the two tables, it is
clearly shown that character-based results in Table 2 achieve
better than word-based settings in Table 3 by 2-4 BLEU
points.

2) VIETNAMESE→CHINESE RESULTS
Next, we’ll take an inside look at the Vietnamese→Chinese
MT performance, as shown in Table 4 and Table 5, where the
bold items indicate the best scores.

TABLE 4. Character-based Vietnamese→Chinese MT results.

TABLE 5. Word-based Vietnamese→Chinese MT results.

From Table 4 and Table 5, scores of both the character-
based and word-based NMT improve with the increasing
sizes of synthetic data, and models trained with largest data
all achieve the best scores of BLEU and METEOR, although
the BLEU scores of word-based NMT are below the baseline.

However, scores of SMT in the two tables are totally
different with NMT. For SMT in Table 4, the best score is
surprisingly in the minimum data group and scores decrease
to the lowest in the mid-size 80k group and then increase
from 80k to 100k, but still lower than that of 60k; for SMT
in Table 5, BLEU scores first increase to the peak in 80k
group then gradually decrease. Note that, all the scores of
BLEU and METEOR of SMT results are below the baseline.
In other words, adding back-translated Vietnamese generally
has negative impacts on the SMT performance.

Comparing Table 4 and Table 5, performance of character-
based settings significantly outperform word-based settings
regardless of SMT or NMT. When it comes to the results
within Table 4, all the results of SMT are better than those
of NMT; in Table 5, however, the situation is opposite that
performance of word-based NMT are better than those of
SMT.

Many previous works have argued that performance of
SMT generally tend to outperform NMT under low-resource
scenarios. In our experiments for the two translation direc-
tions, most results here do support that conclusion, except
that the ones in Table 5. But as Sennrich and Zhang [27] also
discussed, low-resource NMT is very sensitive to hyperpa-
rameters, if tuning well, training competitive NMT systems
is also possible to surpass SMT systems. Our experimental
results also prove this conclusion.

The Vietnamese→Chinese results in Table 4 and
Table 5 have aroused two questions for us:
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TABLE 6. Comparison of word-based SMT, word-based NMT and Google translations of an sentence example in Vietnamese.

(1) Why the performances of character-based and word-
based SMT decrease with the increasing size of data, while
those of NMT improve?

(2) Why word-based NMT results are better than word-
based SMT results in Table 5?

D. FURTHER ANALYSIS
1) ANALYSIS ON VIETNAMESE→CHINESE OUTPUTS
In order to find some answers to the two questions, we analyse
the translation outputs.

We first analyze the character-based and word-based
Vietnamese→Chinese SMT outputs, and find that: (a) There
exits many Vietnamese source words in the Chinese outputs.
That means, these Vietnamese words are not translated at
all. What’s more, with the increasing size of training data,
the numbers of Vietnamese words in the translation hypoth-
esis tend to increase accordingly. (b) Word orders in the
outputs, especially in the long sentences, are not adjusted well
to be consistent with the proper syntactic structure of Chinese.
(c) Finally, word segmentation preprocessing for Chinese and
Vietnamese also result in inevitable mistakes to a great extent
during the translation. We believe that these three aspects can
explain why the SMT performance decrease as the training
data increase.

We then compare the word-based SMT outputs with word-
based NMT outputs, and find that the NMT ones are more
advantageous in the following two aspects: (a) the numbers of
Vietnamese words that are not translated are much fewer than
SMT ones, including the entity names; (b) word orders and
overall syntactic structures in NMT outputs are more accurate
and more readable.

Table 6 shows an sentence example in Vietnamese and its
corresponding translations of word-based SMT and NMT,
which can clearly explain why the performance of NMT are
better.

In the example, the bold person name in the source sen-
tence is not translated by SMT, but is correctly translated
in NMT; on the other hand, the meaning of the second sub-
sentence in SMT output is "visits China the chairman of the
parliament", indicating inaccurate word orders and wrong
syntactic structures, while the NMT translation "the chairman
of the parliament visits China" is very reasonable. We also
put the source example sentence into the Google Translate,
it shows the length of the second sub-sentence is much

shorter, because many (important) words are not translated
at all.

2) CHARACTER N-GRAM F1 SCORES
In this part, we will use the CHRF metrics [28] to estimate
of the quality of character-based Vietnamese-Chinese transla-
tions of SMT and NMT by calculating the N-gram F1 scores.

According to Table 4, we choose the highest and lowest
BLEU scores in SMT and NMT respectively. That is, in SMT,
outputs of models trained with 60k data and 80k data are the
highest and lowest; in NMT, the data are in 100k and 60k
groups. The F1 scores of N-gram ranges from 1-gram to the
default 6-gram in the CHRF toolkit are presented in Figure 2.
From the Figure, in SMT, except the results of 2-gram,

in any other rest N-grams(N = 1,3,4,5,6), it shows the same
trend that F1 scores in the outputs of model trained with 60k
data(which BLEU score is the highest) are always higher than
those of 80k data(lowest BLEU score). In other words, when
the size of training data increase, the F1 scores and BLEU
scores in the outputs decrease.

When it comes to the NMT group, however, F1 scores
in the outputs with highest BLEU score are always higher
than the outputs with lowest BLEU score. That means,
the larger the training data, the better the N-gram F1 scores
and BLEU scores. In a summary, the F1 scores of character
N-gram can also explain why the BLEU scores in character-
based Vietnamese-Chinese SMT decrease as the training data
increases in Table 4.

3) AUTOMATIC ERROR ANALYSIS
In order to better understand the impacts of BT on the perfor-
mance of translation, we carried out more detailed analysis
of all translation outputs. We use the Hjerson toolkit [29] to
analyze four error categories: word order, omission, addition
and mistranslation. The results are presented in Table 7 and
Table 8, the lower the rate indicates the better results.
As shown in Table 7, increasing synthetic data can reduce

the orders, omissions and mistranslation error rates for SMT,
and it also improves the addition error in NMT. Due to the
limitation of the size of the data set, compared with SMT,
the effects of synthetic data on the error rates in NMT is not
as obvious as those of SMT.

It can be seen from Table 8 that, increasing synthetic data
is particularly beneficial for reducing mistranslation in SMT
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FIGURE 2. Character N-gram F1 scores in character-based Vietnamese-Chinese SMT (left)
and NMT (right).

TABLE 7. Error rates(%) in Chinese-Vietnamese MT.

and NMT. It also reduces word ordering error rates for NMT.
Most of the error category rates in NMT are much lower than
those in SMT, this can also explain why word-based NMT
outperform word-based SMT in Table 5.

4) LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS
As mentioned in Section 3, Sino-Vietnamese words account
for large proportion in Vietnamese, playing an important role
in written language, and an significant difference between
Chinese and Vietnamese is the word orders in many phrases.

TABLE 8. Error rates(%) in Vietnamese-Chinese MT.

TABLE 9. Accuracy of Sino-Vietnamese words and NP in
Chinese-Vietnamese translation outputs.

As word order is one of the factors that affect the per-
formance of translation, here we choose two representa-
tive structures from Chinese-Vietnamese translation outputs:
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TABLE 10. Examples of Chinese-Vietnamese translation.

Sino-Vietnamese(S-V) words and Noun Phrases(NP), to con-
duct linguistic analysis to understand the effects of BT on
them.

By using the stratified sampling method, we extract same
600 samples from three translation outputs generated from
models trained with 60k, 80k and 100k data respectively to
calculate the translation accuracy of Sino-Vietnamese words
and NPs.

The results presented in Table 9 show that, with the
increasing of data size, the accuracy of the two structures
also improve accordingly, which indicates that adding back-
translated data is beneficial for enhancing the translation
of some specific structures, leading to overall improvement
on the whole translation hypothesis finally. The accuracy
of Sino-Vietnamese words are all higher than those of NP,
we believe the reasons are that, Sino-Vietnamese words typi-
cally consist of two to three syllables and have relatively fixed
expressions, for example, "Trung Quôc"(China); while the
length of syllables in noun phrases is much longer than that
of Sino-Vietnamese words, and NPs have complex syntactic
structures. As a result, the accuracy of NPs must be lower.

When taking a deeper look inside the NPs, we find that
translation accuracy of NPs with different structures are actu-
ally different:

(a) For NPs composed of two nouns(N):NP = N1+N2,
the accuracy is the highest. Word orders in Most of such NPs
have changed correctly during translation, that is, the first
noun is adjusted after the second noun.

(b) For the typical NPs with the function word ‘‘ (DE)’’
and two Nouns: NP = N1+DE+N2, the accuracy is also
good. ‘‘ (DE)’’ will be translated as ‘‘c a’’, and word orders
are reordered.

(c) For the NPs with several modifiers, or with complicated
and nested syntactic structures, the accuracy is much lower,
and word orders are not adjusted well. There are mainly two
kinds of errors in the translation: first, one or more modifiers
are not translated; second, the meanings in the translation are
not the same with those of source language sentences.

Table 10 shows two examples which contain NPs with
more than onemodifier. In the first example, the word ‘‘doanh
nghi p’’(‘‘enterprises’’) is missed and not translated. The sec-
ond example sentence contains NP composed of multiple
noun phrases as nestedmodifiers, and the head noun is ‘‘prod-

ucts’’. The literal meaning of the translation is ‘‘Textiles
require skills, factory technology and products.’’ Which is
different with the meaning of source sentence, what’s more,
word orders and syntactic structures are not very good and
acceptable.

E. EXPERIMENTAL CONCLUSION
Based on the preliminary experimental results and analysis
above, we can draw some conclusions as follow:

(1) For Chinese→Vietnamese translation, adding synthetic
Chinese data has positive impacts on the performance of
both SMT and NMT under character-based and word-based
settings.

(2) For Vietnamese→Chinese translation, adding synthetic
Vietnamese data generally has negative impacts on the per-
formance of both character-based and word-based SMT, but
has positive impacts on the performance of NMT.
(3) For bidirectional Chinese↔Vietnamese translation,

performance of SMToutperform those of NMT inmost cases.
(4) Character-based setting is more recommended

and more suitable for both Chinese-to-Vietnamese and
Vietnamese-to-Chinese translations.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present systematic empirical investigation
on the effects of synthetic back-translated data for low-
resource machine translation between the language pair with
less relatedness: Chinese and Vietnamese. We first discuss
some similarities and differences between the two languages,
then evaluate the performance of character-based and word-
based SMT and NMT models trained with increasing size of
synthetic back-translated data and conduct further analysis on
the translation outputs.

Some findings from previous works are partially con-
firmed, we also draw the newfindings and conclusions, which
can provide good clues and directions for future work on
back-translation and low-resource machine translation. In the
future, we would like to expand the dataset size to conduct
experiments with more advanced model architectures and
deeper analysis, and we will incorporate back-translation
with other approaches such as transfer learning to improve
translation performance of low-resource translation.
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